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Abstract
This paper studies detectability for switched linear differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) and its application to the
synthesis of observers, which generate asymptotically converging state estimates. Equating detectability to asymptotic
stability of zero-output-constrained state trajectories, and building on our work on interval-wise observability, we propose
the notion of interval-wise detectability: If the output of the system is constrained to be identically zero over an interval,
then the norm of the corresponding state trajectories scales down by a certain factor at the end of that interval. Conditions
are provided under which the interval-wise detectability leads to asymptotic stability of zero-output-constrained state
trajectories. An application is demonstrated in designing state estimators. Decomposing the state into observable and
unobservable components, we show that if the observable component of the system is reset appropriately and persistently,
then the estimation error converges to zero asymptotically under the interval-wise detectability assumption.
Keywords: Switched systems, differential-algebraic equations, detectability, observer design, state estimation,
asymptotic convergence.
1. Introduction
The growing application of switched systems in model-
ing and analysis has contributed toward immense research
in the area of dynamical systems which combine discrete
and continuous dynamics. Different classes of switched
systems can be introduced based on the models associated
with the switching signal, or the particular characteristics
of the individual subsystems. In this regard, this arti-
cle studies the problem of detectability for switched sys-
tems where the subsystems are described by differential-
algebraic equations (DAEs) and the switching signal is as-
sumed to be known a priori.
Switched DAEs arise naturally when the system dy-
namics undergo sudden structural changes (switches) and
the dynamics of each mode are algebraically constrained
(Trenn, 2012). A typical example are electrical circuits
with switches where the constraints are induced by Kirch-
hoff’s laws. Our previous works on structural properties of
switched DAEs has addressed the problem of observability
(Tanwani and Trenn, 2012) and the observer design (Tan-
wani and Trenn, 2013, 2017a) under the stronger assump-
tion of determinability (which in the nonswitched case is
equivalent to observability and roughly speaking means
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that the state at the end of the observation interval can
be determined to any given accuracy). Building on this
line of work, this article proposes the notion of (interval-)
detectability for switched linear DAEs and its application
in the observer design.
Roughly speaking, the property of detectability incor-
porates the notions of observability and stability, that is,
a dynamical system is called detectable if the state tra-
jectories, which correspond to the same input and out-
put, converge asymptotically towards a single trajectory.
Seen as a generalization of the observability property for
classical linear systems, detectability is characterized by
asymptotic stability of the unobservable modes for linear
time-invariant systems, or stability of the reduced-order
system obtained by setting the output of the system to
identically zero. For nonlinear systems, while there are
different notions for observability (Sontag, 1998), the no-
tion of output-to-state stability (OSS) provides one pos-
sible framework (Sontag and Wang, 1997) to study de-
tectability, which has also been used in observer design
(Astolfi and Praly, 2003). These techniques are general-
ized for switched systems as well: The work of De Santis
et al. (2009) proposes detectability conditions for switched
linear system in terms of the stability of a reduced or-
der switched system. More recently, Mancilla-Aguilar and
Garc`ıa (2018) also show the relevance of detectability of
a reduced-order system with zero output in establishing
global asymptotic stability of the switched system. The
notion of OSS has been studied for switched nonlinear sys-
tems by Mu¨ller and Liberzon (2012), where the focus is on
characterizing a class of switching signals under which the
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growth of the state trajectory is bounded by some increas-
ing function of the output norm.
One major utility of the detectability notion is its ap-
plication in design of observers, or state estimators.1 The
observer design for (nonswitched) DAEs using observabil-
ity and detectability notions is an ongoing research topic
(Berger and Reis, 2017). Our approach towards observer
design for switched DAEs builds on the observability no-
tions studied in (Tanwani et al., 2013) and (Tanwani and
Trenn, 2012, 2017a), where we use the output information
from different modes active over an interval to recover the
value of the state, either at the start of the interval (ob-
servability), or at the end of the interval (determinability).
Due to this generalized notion, we have to introduce unob-
servable dynamics over an interval which not only depend
on the unobservable dynamics of individual subsystems
but also their activation times. The detectability notion
proposed in this article thus relates to the stability of the
unobservable dynamics over an interval (and not the indi-
vidual subsystems). Inspired by the fact that detectability
is a sufficient condition for designing state observers for
linear systems, we use these ideas to propose an observer
design for switched DAEs.
The contribution of this paper lies in studying de-
tectability notions for switched DAEs (see Section 3 for the
formal definitions) and design state estimators for systems
satisfying the detectability assumption in an appropriate
sense. This work builds on our two conference papers:
geometric conditions for detectability of switched DAEs
were studied in (Tanwani and Trenn, 2015) and the pre-
liminary design of the observer was proposed in (Tanwani
and Trenn, 2017b). Using the presentation of the later
article as a template, this paper provides additional de-
tails, rigorous proofs of the results, and simulation results
which were not a part of the conference paper. To the
best of our knowledge, these results are also new for the
case of switched ordinary differential equations (switched
ODEs), as the previous works have only dealt with ob-
servable switched systems (Tanwani et al., 2013). It turns
out that an observer for the detectable case has to work
fundamentally different to our observer proposed for the
determinable case. We illustrate this by the following sim-
ple example.
Example 1. Consider the switched ODE on the interval
[0, 3) given by
x˙1(t) = 0 x˙1(t) = x2(t)
x˙2(t) = 0 x˙2(t) = 0
x˙3(t) = 0 x˙3(t) = x2(t)− x3(t)
y(t) = x1(t) y(t) = 0
t ∈ [0, 1) ∪ [2, 3), t ∈ [1, 2).
1While some references differentiate between the terms observer,
asymptotic observer and state estimator, e.g. (Trentelman et al.,
2001), these terms are used synonymously in this article. See the
beginning of Section 4 for a formal definition adopted in this paper.
If we restrict our attention to the interval [0, 3), then
y(t) ≡ 0 on this interval implies x1(t) ≡ x2(t) ≡ 0, and
hence (x1, x2) is observable (but only when two switches
occur, otherwise x2 is not observable). Also, the identi-
cally zero output would imply that the magnitude of x3 de-
creases, which is the notion of detectability we adopt in this
paper (see Section 3). It is possible to design an impulsive
estimator with states x̂1, x̂2, x̂3 which copies the system dy-
namics over the interval [0, 3), and at t = 3 we reset the
estimations of the observable states as(
x̂1(3)
x̂2(3)
)
:= O(y[0,3))
for some map O, so that, if e = x̂ − x denotes the state
estimation error, we have∣∣∣∣(e1(3)e2(3)
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ α ∣∣∣∣(e1(0)e2(0)
)∣∣∣∣
for some desired α ∈ (0, 1). Here, and in the remainder of
this article, we use the notation |·| to denote the Euclidean
norm of a vector. Moreover, for the unobservable error e3,
we get
e˙3(t) = 0, t ∈ [0, 1) ∪ [2, 3)
e˙3(t) = e2(t)− e3(t), t ∈ [1, 2)
(1)
and hence
e3(3) = e
−1e3(0) + (1− e−1)e2(0).
Thus, independently of the accuracy of the estimation of
the observable components, for a large initial value e2(0),
the final error e3(3) may be significantly larger than e3(0).
Therefore a direct application of our previous presented ob-
server to detectable systems will not work. The underlying
problem for this example is that it is not enough to have
a good estimate of the observable states at the end of the
considered interval, but the estimate must be available al-
ready when the observable states influence the unobservable
states.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2 we formally introduce the system class of
switched DAEs and also highlight the importance of taking
induced Dirac impulses into account. Afterwards we intro-
duce in Section 3 the notion of detectability. In particular,
we introduce the notion of uniform interval-detectability,
which is fundamental for our observer design, which we
present in Section 4. The key result in Section 4 is The-
orem 13, which shows how the ideal correction term de-
creases the estimation error. Convergence of the observer
for non-ideal correction terms is shown in Theorem 15 in
Section 5. The observer design in the form of an algorithm
and implementational issues are discussed in Section 6,
simulations are carried in Section 7.
2
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Switched DAEs
We consider switched linear DAEs of the form
Eσx˙ = Aσx+Bσu
y = Cσx+Dσu
(2)
where x, u, y denote the state (with dimension n ∈ N),
input (with dimension u ∈ N) and output (with dimen-
sion y ∈ N) of the system, respectively. The switching
signal σ : [0,∞) → N is a piecewise constant, right-
continuous function of time and in our notation it changes
its value at time instants 0 < t1 < t2 < . . . called the
switching times. We adopt the convention that over the
interval [tk, tk+1) of length τk := tk+1 − tk, the active
mode is defined by the quintuple (Ek, Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk) ∈
Rn×n × Rn×n × Rn×u × Ry×n × Ry×u, k ∈ N and t0 := 0.
If Ek = I for all k ∈ N we call (2) a switched ODE. In
general, Ek is not assumed to be invertible, which means
that in addition to differential equations the state x has
to satisfy certain algebraic constraints. At a switching in-
stant the algebraic constraints before the switch and the
algebraic constraints after the switch do not match in gen-
eral, i.e. the state variable has to jump in order to satisfy
the algebraic constraints after the switch (cf. Lemma 18
in Appendix A). These induced jumps are a first major
difference to switched ODEs (which do not exhibit jumps
unless one imposes some additional external jump rules).
The second major difference is the possible presence of
Dirac impulses in the state variable x in response to a
state jump, see Trenn (2012) for details. The following
example shows this effect and also the role of the Dirac
impulses in the state estimation problem.
Example 2. Consider the switched DAE given by, i ∈ N,
t ∈ [2i, 2i+ 1) t ∈ [2i+ 1, 2i+ 2)
x˙1 = x3 0 = x1
x˙2 = 0 x˙1 = x2
x˙3 = 0 x˙3 = 0
x˙4 = x3 − x4 x˙4 = x3 − x4
y= 0 y= x2
The dynamics for x3 and x4 are actually non-switched and
it is therefore obvious that the overall switched system can
only be detectable when it is possible to determine x3 from
the output. On the intervals [2i, 2i+1), i ∈ N, the output is
zero by definition and on the open intervals (2i+1, 2i+2),
i ∈ N, it holds that x1 = 0, hence y = x2 = x˙1 = 0, i.e.
the output is zero almost everywhere. Consequently, we
are not able to deduce anything about x3 from the output
if we do not take into account what the output is doing at
the switching times. So what is x2 doing at the switch-
ing times t = 2i + 1, i ∈ N? The state x1 jumps from
x1((2i+ 1)
−) to x1((2i+ 1)+) = 0, hence x2 contains the
derivative of this jump! The derivative of a jump is only
well defined in a distributional (generalized functions) so-
lution framework; in this framework x2 contains a Dirac
impulse with magnitude −x1((2i+1)−) and this Dirac im-
pulse is visible at the output. Consider now the switching
time t = 3 then we can deduce from the Dirac impulse
of the output at t = 3 the value x1(3
−). We know that
x1 = 0 on (1, 2), x˙1 = x3 on [2, 3) and x3 is constant,
hence x1(3
−) = x1(2−) + (3− 2)x3 = x3. In particular, if
we observe a zero output (including zero Dirac impulses)
we can conclude that x3 = 0, (x1, x2) = (0, 0) on (1,∞)
and x4(t)→ 0 as t→∞. In summary, the above switched
DAE is detectable but it is not possible to estimate the
state without taking into account the Dirac impulses in the
output.
The above example shows that an observer design which
does not utilize the information from possible Dirac im-
pulses in the output will not work for general switched
DAEs. We will therefore recall now the distributional so-
lution framework for (2) as introduced in Trenn (2009).
2.2. Distributional solution framework
Let D denote the space of distributions in the sense
of Schwartz (1950, 1951), i.e. D ∈ D if, and only if,
D : C∞0 → R is linear and continuous, where C∞0 is
the space of test functions consisting of smooth functions
ϕ : R→ R with compact support and equipped with a suit-
able topology. Any locally integrable function f : R → R
induces a distribution fD ∈ D given by
fD(ϕ) :=
∫
R
fϕ.
For differentiable f it is easily seen via integration by parts
that
(f ′)D(ϕ) = −fD(ϕ′),
which motivates the definition of the derivative of a general
distribution D ∈ D:
D′(ϕ) := −D(ϕ).
For some interval I ⊆ R let 1I be the indicator function of
I, i.e. 1I(t) = 1 for t ∈ I and 1I(t) = 0 otherwise. Then
the Dirac impulse δ can be defined as the distributional
derivative of the unit jump (or Heaviside step function),
i.e.
δ := ((1[0,∞))D)′.
Note that δ(ϕ) = ϕ(0) for any test function ϕ ∈ C∞0 . The
Dirac impulse at t ∈ R, denoted by δt, is the distribu-
tional derivative of 1[t,∞). As shown in (Trenn, 2009) it
is not possible to use the space D directly as the underly-
ing solution space for the switched DAE (2). Instead, the
smaller space of piecewise-smooth distributions DpwC∞ will
be used as underlying solution space for (2), where
DpwC∞ :=
{
D=fD +
∑
t∈T
Dt
∣∣∣∣∣ f ∈C
∞
pw, T ⊆R discrete,
Dt ∈ span{δt, δ′t, δ′′t , ...}
}
,
3
i.e. a piecewise-smooth distribution is the sum of a
piecewise-smooth function and Dirac impulses (and their
derivatives) at isolated points in time. Any piecewise
smooth distribution D = fD +
∑
t∈T Dt ∈ DpwC∞ can be
evaluate at time t ∈ R in three different ways:
D(t+) := f(t+) := lim
ε↘0
f(t+ ε),
D(t−) := f(t−) := lim
ε↘0
f(t− ε),
D[t] :=
{
Dt, t ∈ T
0, otherwise
where we denote by D[t] the impulsive part of D at time
t. Note that for any t ∈ T
D[t] =
nt∑
j=0
αtjδ
(j)
t
for some finite nt ∈ R and αt0, αt1, . . . , αtnt ∈ R. Further-
more, the product of a piecewise-smooth function with a
piecewise-smooth distribution is well defined, in particular,
(2) can be evaluated for piecewise-smooth distributions.
It is also possible to define the restriction to intervals for
piecewise-smooth distributions,in particular, for any inter-
val [a, b) ⊆ R we have
D[a,b) = 1[a,b)D.
Lemma 3 (cf. Trenn (2009)). Consider the switched DAE
(2) and assume that each matrix pair (Ep, Ap) is regular,
i.e. det(sEp − Ap) is not the zero polynomial. Then for
every u ∈ DupwC∞ , any x0 ∈ Rn and any interval [a, b) ⊆
[0,∞) there exists x ∈ DnpwC∞ uniquely defined on [a, b)
such that x(a−) = x0 and (2) holds as an equation of
piecewise-smooth distributions restricted to [a, b).
This motivates the following solution definition of (2).
Definition 4 (Solution of switched DAE). A tuple
(x, u, y) (or just x when u and y are clear) is called a so-
lution of (2) on an interval I if x ∈ DnpwC∞ , u ∈ DupwC∞ ,
y ∈ DypwC∞ and (2) restricted to I holds in the distri-
butional sense. If I = [0,∞) we omit “on the interval
[0,∞)” in the following.
3. Detectability Notions
Roughly speaking, in classical literature on nonswitched
systems, a dynamical system is called detectable if, for a
fixed input and an observed output, the trajectories start-
ing from every pair of indistinguishable initial states con-
verge to a common trajectory asymptotically. This def-
inition can readily be generalized to DAEs (see e.g. the
notion of behavioral detectability in Berger et al. (2017,
Sec. 9)) as well as to switched systems (see e.g. De Santis
et al. (2009, Defn. 2.2)); the formal definition for switched
DAEs is as follows:
Definition 5. The switched DAE (2) is called detectable
for a given switching signal σ, if there exists a class KL
function2β : R≥0 × R≥0 → R≥0 such that, for any two
distributional solutions (x1, u, y), (x2, u, y) of (2) we have
|x1(t+)−x2(t+)| ≤ β(|x1(0−)−x2(0−)|, t), ∀ t ≥ 0. (3)
Because of linearity the definition can be simplified to
the case that u = 0 and y = 0, in particular, convergence
to zero has only to be checked for the homogeneous system
and the initial states in
N σ :=
{
x0 ∈ Rn
∣∣∣∣∣ (x, u = 0, y = 0) solves (2)∧ x(0−) = x0
}
, (4)
or in other words, detectability is the same as asymptotic
stability of the switched DAE (2) with u = 0 and y = 0.
Remark 6. In contrast to previous works on stability of
switched DAEs (Liberzon and Trenn, 2009, 2012) we do
not require impulse-freeness of solutions for asymptotic
stability. The reason is that the presence of Dirac impulses
may actually help to make certain states observable (cf.
Example 2), hence the exclusion of Dirac impulses may
exclude an important class of problems where Dirac im-
pulses are needed for observability (or detectability). It
should also be noted that the magnitude of the Dirac im-
pulses is always proportional to the state value prior to the
time the Dirac impulse occurs (cf. the explicit expression
(A.3) in the Appendix), i.e. when the state converges to
zero as t → ∞ the magnitude of the Dirac impulses also
converges to zero (under an additional mild boundedness
assumption on (Ek, Ak) as k →∞).
Computation of the set N σ in general depends on all
switching times and the data of all subsystems. For cer-
tain applications, such as state estimation which we dis-
cuss later, it may be desirable to work with system data
available on finite intervals only, and in that case, Defi-
nition 5 may not be suitable. To overcome this problem,
we consider the system behavior on finite intervals, and
introduce the notion of interval-detectability:
Definition 7 (Interval-detectability). The switched DAE
(2) is called [tp, tq)-detectable for a given switching signal
σ, if there exists a class KL function β : R≥0×R≥0 → R≥0
with
β(r, tq − tp) < r, ∀ r > 0 (5a)
and for any local solution (x, u = 0, y = 0) of (2) on [tp, tq)
we have
|x(t+)| ≤ β(|x(t−p )|, t− tp), ∀ t ∈ [tp, tq). (5b)
2A function β : R≥0 × R≥0 → R≥0 is called a class KL function,
if 1) for each t ≥ 0, β(·, t) is continuous, strictly increasing, with
β(0, t) = 0; 2) for each r ≥ 0, β(r, ·) is decreasing and converging to
zero as t→∞.
4
One should be aware, that a solution on some interval
is not always a part of a solution on a larger interval.
Consequently, detectability does not always imply interval-
detectability: The switched system 0 = x on [0, t1) and
x˙ = 0 on [t1,∞) with zero output is obviously detectable
(because zero is the only global solution), but it is not
interval-detectable on [t1, s) for any s > t1 because on
[t1, s) there are nonzero solutions which do not converge
towards zero.
Furthermore, we would like to emphasize that the in-
terval [tp, tq) in general contains multiple switches, i.e. it
is not assumed that the individual modes of the switched
systems are detectable. We need some uniformity assump-
tion to conclude that interval-detectability on each interval
of a partition of [0,∞) implies detectability:
Assumption 1 (Uniform interval-detectability). Con-
sider the switched system (2) with switching signal σ and
switching times tk, k ∈ N. Assume that there exists a
strictly increasing sequence (qi)
∞
i=0 with q0 > 0 =: q−1
such that for pi := qi−1 the system is [tpi , tqi)-detectable
with KL-function βi for which additionally it holds that
βi(r, tqi − tpi) ≤ α r, ∀ r > 0,∀ i ∈ N, (6a)
βi(r, 0) ≤M r, ∀ r > 0,∀ i ∈ N, (6b)
for some uniform α ∈ (0, 1) and M ≥ 1.
We can now show the following result:
Proposition 8. If the switched system (2) is uniformly
interval-detectable in the sense of Assumption 1 then (2)
is detectable.
Proof. Let for i ∈ N
β̂i(r, t− tpi) = Mr − (t− tpi)
Mr(1− α)
tqi − tpi
,
i.e. for each r > 0 the function β̂i(r, ·) is linear on [tpi , tqi)
and decreasing from Mr towards αMr. Now let
β(r, t) := max
{
βi(α
ir, t− tpi), β̂i(αir, t− tpi)
}
,
where i ∈ N is such that t ∈ [tpi , tqi). Clearly, for fixed t,
β(·, t) is continuous and strictly increasing. From (6a) and
M ≥ 1 it follows that
β(r, t−qi) = max
{
βi(α
ir, tqi − tpi),Mαi+1r
}
= Mαi+1r
and, invoking (6b),
β(r, tpi) = max
{
βi(α
ir, 0),Mαir
}
= Mαir.
Because qi = pi+1, continuity of β(r, ·) with fixed r > 0 fol-
lows. Furthermore, on each interval [tpi , tqi) the function
β(r, ·) is strictly decreasing as a maximum of two strictly
decreasing functions. Additionally, β(r, tpi) = Mα
ir with
α ∈ (0, 1) implies that β(r, t) converges to zero as t→∞.
So β is a KL-function and it remains to be shown that
|x(t+)| ≤ β(|x(t−0 )|, t) for any solution (x, u = 0, y = 0)
of (2). First observe, that by (6a) and continuity of βi it
follows that
|x(t−pi+1)| = |x(t−qi)| ≤ βi(|x(t−pi)|, tqi − tpi) ≤ α|x(t−pi)|,
hence |x(t−pi)| ≤ αi|x(0−)|. Therefore,
|x(t+)| ≤ βi(|x(t−pi)|, t− tpi) ≤ βi(αi|x(0−)|, t− tpi)
≤ β(|x(0−)|, t).
The uniformity conditions (6a) and (6b) are both cru-
cial, see (Tanwani and Trenn, 2017b, Example 2) for coun-
terexamples.
Example 9 (Example 1 revisited). Consider the system
in Example 1 with periodic switching where the mode se-
quence and activation times defined for the interval [0, 3)
are repeated on the interval [3i, 3i + 3), i ∈ N. It can
be verified that the resulting system is uniformly interval-
detectable, and hence detectable by Proposition 8. To see
this, we consider the sequence qi = 3i+ 3 and let
β(r, s) := re2−s.
The function β satisfies the inequalities (6a) and (6b),
with α = e−1 and M = e2, respectively. The constraint
y ≡ 0 yields x1 = x2 ≡ 0, and it can be verified that
|x3(t)| ≤ e2−(t−3i)x3(3i), t ∈ [3i, 3i+ 3).
Remark 10. Proposition 8 can actually be seen as a state-
ment about asymptotic stability of switched systems and
when it is possible to conclude asymptotic stability from
some stability notion on finite intervals. Furthermore, the
statement carries over to the nonlinear case without much
change, because in the proof we did not exploit the special
(linear) form of the switched system (2).
4. Observer design
We now turn our attention to designing observers. By
definition, an observer for system (2) is an operator Ô,
either static or dynamic, which for each (x, u, y) satisfying
(2), generates x̂ := Ô(u, y) having the property that
|x̂(t+)− x(t+)| ≤ β(|x̂(0−)− x(0−)|, t), ∀ t ≥ 0
for some class KL function β. The observer design pre-
sented here is an extension of the algorithm proposed in
(Tanwani and Trenn, 2017a) for the determinable case (in
particular, the interval-wise observer design), i.e. we pro-
pose an impulsive observer which consists of a system copy
and a correction term which updates the state of the sys-
tem copy at the end of the detectability interval.
Taking a bird’s eye view, the state estimator — un-
der the uniform interval-detectability (Assumption 1) with
5
detectability intervals [tpi , tqi), i ∈ N — is given by
x̂ :=
∑
i∈N(x̂i)[tpi ,tqi ) with
Eσ ˙̂xi = Aσx̂i +Bσu,
ŷ = Cσx̂i +Dσu,
}
on [tpi , tqi),
x̂i+1(t
−
qi) = x̂i(t
−
qi)− ξi.
(7)
where ξi ∈ Rn is a state estimation correction obtained
from the available data on the interval [tpi , tqi) applied at
the end of the corresponding interval. Similar to the tech-
nique adopted in (Tanwani and Trenn, 2017a), the cor-
rection term ξi is obtained by collecting the local observ-
ability data for each mode. However, these local data is
combined in a fundamentally different way compared to
(Tanwani and Trenn, 2017a), because ξi is obtained by
composing the local observability data backward in time
first and then propagating this forward in time under the
error dynamics, cf. Example 1.
In particular, a much more complicated algorithm is
needed to obtain the correction term at the end of the
interval. In fact, it consists of the three following steps
which have to be carried out on each of the detectability
intervals [tpi , tqi):
(i) Collect local observability data for each mode syn-
chronous to the system dynamics from the measured input
and output over the interval [tpi,tqi).
(ii) Propagate back the collected information to obtain
an estimation correction ξlefti at the beginning of the de-
tectability interval.
(iii) Propagate forward the correction term ξlefti to obtain
the actual estimation correction ξi at the end of the inter-
val.
We will now explain each of the steps in detail, for
that we drop the index i and just consider the generic
detectability interval [tp, tq) for some q > p ≥ 0. It is
helpful to introduce the estimation error e := x̂−x (which
we don’t know, because x is not known) and the corre-
sponding output mismatch ye := ŷ − y (which we know).
It is easily seen that the error is governed by the following
homogeneous switched DAE on [tp, tq):
Eσ e˙ = Aσe, y
e = Cσe (8)
and the idea of the observer is to estimate the error signal
e from the measured output mismatch ye. The estimation
ξ of e(t−q ) will then be used to update the state estimation
x̂ at tq to x̂(t
−
q )−ξ; if ξ ≈ e(t−q ) it then holds by definition
that
x̂(t−q )− ξ ≈ x(t−q ).
Remark 11. A key feature of our observer is the consid-
eration of the homogeneous error dynamics (8) not only
in the analysis but also in the implementation of our ob-
server. In particular, it is not necessary to store the input
and output values over a (possibly long) time interval to
carry out Steps (ii) and (iii), see also Remark 14. This
approach is only possible because the observer consists of
a system copy without a continuous update of the state
estimation based on an output error injection; instead our
observer is an impulsive observer in the sense that only at
isolated time points the state estimation is updated discon-
tinuously. Another reason not to use continuous updates of
the state estimations via output error injection is the prob-
lem that the observable subspace is not necessarily aligned
with the original coordinates. While for the original Ex-
ample 1 it would be possible to continuously update the
estimation of x1 already on the first interval; this update
is not possible if we slightly change the example such that
the output on the intervals [0, 1) and [2, 3) takes the form
y = x1 +x2. It is easily seen that also with this output the
switched system is detectable; however, now it is unclear
how the local (one-dimensional) observability information
available on the interval [0, 1) can be injected continuously
to update the state variable in a meaningful way.
4.1. Collecting local observability data for each mode
For each mode k with p ≤ k ≤ q − 1 consider the local
unobservable space:
Wk :=
{
e0 ∈ Rn
∣∣∣∣∣ e(t−k ) = e0,where (e, ye = 0)solves (8) on [tk, tk+1)
}
(9)
Defining Πk, O
diff
k and O
imp
k in terms of (Ek, Ak) as in the
Appendix A, it can be shown (cf. (Tanwani and Trenn,
2013, 2017a)) that
Wk = Π−1k kerOdiffk ∩ kerOimpk .
Note that in general Πk is not invertible and Π
−1
k stands
for the set-valued preimage.
Remark 12 (Different definitions of local unobserv-
able space). In (Tanwani and Trenn, 2012, 2013, 2017a)
slightly different definitions of the local unobservable
spaces are used. The difference is based on the differ-
ent solution interval; in the previous works this interval
was (tk−1, tk+1) or (tk−1, tk], while here the interval is
[tk, tk+1). As a consequence Wk here only depends on the
system’s parameters of mode k and not on parameters of
two modes. The different definitions are motivated by the
overall observability notion studied. In our first work we
defined the local unobservable space in such a way that all
information around a single switching time is utilized, in
particular, the local unobservable space for a system with a
single switch matched the overall unobservable space. Our
later works focused on observer design and determinability
(i.e. the ability to determine the state value at the end of
the observation interval), for this reason it made sense to
consider as local information the continuous output mea-
surement before the current switching time and the Dirac
impulses instantaneously induced at that switching time.
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Here our focus is on observable components of the state
at the beginning of the observed interval (cf. Example 1)
which motivated the definition (9).
If the output mismatch ye is nonzero then the value of
e in (8) prior to the switching time tk can be decomposed
as
e(t−k ) = Wkwk + Zkzk,
where imWk = Wk and imZk = W⊥k and Wk, Zk are or-
thonormal matrices. In particular, zk = Z
>
k e(t
−
k ) is the
observable part of the error e(t−k ) based on the knowledge
on the interval [tk, tk+1). It is possible to write the observ-
able part zk in terms of y
e:
zk = Ok(y
e
[tk,tk+1)
) (10)
with some operator Ok which evaluates the impulsive part
ye[tk] as well as the smooth part y
e
(tk,tk+1)
(possibly de-
pending on the derivatives of ye). The construction of this
“ideal” observability operator Ok is provided in Appendix
B.1. One may also refer to (Tanwani and Trenn, 2017a,
Section 5) for a detailed treatment. In practice, only an
approximation Ôk of Ok will be available, this will be dis-
cussed in Section 5.
4.2. Combining local information backwards in time
Next we want to combine the observable information
zp, zp+1, . . . , zq−1 collected on the interval [tp, tq) via (10),
to arrive at an expression for e(t−p ). To do so, we first
quantify the information that can be extracted from the
output over an interval [tk, tq) by introducing the subspace
N qk :=
{
e0 ∈ Rn
∣∣∣∣∣ e(t−k ) = e0, where (e, ye = 0)solves (8) on [tk, tq)
}
(11)
which can be recursively calculated (backwards in time,
i.e. for k = q − 1, q − 2, . . . , p), see (B.7) in the Appendix.
We then decompose the state estimation error just before
the interval [tk, tq) accordingly:
e(t−k ) = M
q
kµk +N
q
kνk (12)
for some vectors µk and νk of appropriate dimension; here,
Mqk and N
q
k are the matrices with orthonormal columns
such that
imNqk = N qk and imMqk = (N qk )⊥.
As shown in Appendix B.2, there exists a matrix Fqk given
in terms of Mqk+1, N
q
k+1, (Ek, Ak) and the duration time
τk = tk+1 − tk such that for p ≤ k ≤ q − 2
µk = Fqk
(
zk
µk+1
)
.
and µq−1 = zq−1. Note that by construction, for all p ≤
k ≤ q − 1
e(t−k )−Mqkµk ∈ N qk .
Now the ideal estimation error correction is
ξleft := Mqpµp
= MqpFqp

zp
Fqp+1

zp+1
Fqp+2
 . . . Fqq−2( zq−2zq−1 )



=: Oq−1p zq−1p ,
(13)
where zq−1p = (zp/zp+1/ · · · /zq−1); here the notation
(· · · / · · · / · · · ) stands for a vector (or matrix) resulting
from stacking all entries over each other. In fact, by con-
struction the following is true:
e(t−p )− ξleft ∈ N qp and ξleft ∈ N qp⊥,
i.e. we are able to obtain the orthogonal projection of e(t−p )
onto N qp without actually knowing e(t−p ).
4.3. Propagating correction term forward in time
For the detectability interval [tp, tq), let ξ
left be given as
above, then let
ξ := Φqpξ
left, (14)
where Φpp = I and Φ
k+1
p , k = p, p+1, . . . , q−1 is recursively
given by
Φk+1p = e
Adiffk τkΠkΦ
k
p (15)
with Πk and A
diff
k are given as in Definition 17 in the Ap-
pendix. In fact, as a consequence from Lemmas 18 and 20
in the Appendix, Φqp is the transition matrix of the homo-
geneous error DAE (8) from e(t−p ) to e(t
−
q ). We then have
the following result:
Theorem 13. Consider the switched DAE (2) which is
detectable on [tp, tq) with corresponding KL-function β.
Let (x̂, ŷ) be the solution of the system copy
Eσ ˙̂x = Aσx̂+Bσu,
ŷ = Cσx̂+Dσu
(16)
on [tp, tq). Based on the output mismatch y
e = ŷ − y, let
ξ = Φqpξ
left = ΦqpOq−1p zq−1p
where Φqp is given by (15), Oq−1p is given by (13) and
zq−1p = (zp/zp+1/ · · · /zq−1) with zk = Ok(ye[tk,tk+1)),
k = p, p+ 1, . . . , q − 1 is given by (10). Then
|x̂(t−q )− ξ − x(t−q )| ≤ β(|x̂(t−p )− x(t−p )|, tq − tp)
< |x̂(t−p )− x(t−p )|,
i.e. the correction term ξ indeed reduces the estimation
error at the end of the interval in comparison to the esti-
mation error at the beginning of the interval.
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Proof. Let x̂new be the (virtual) solution of the system
copy (16) with corrected initial value x̂new(t−p ) = x̂(t
−
p )−
ξleft. By construction x̂new(t−p )−x(t−p ) = e(t−p )−ξleft ∈ N qp
hence y = ŷnew on [tp, tq) and therefore, for all t ∈ [tp, tq),
|x̂new(t+)− x(t+)| ≤ β(|x̂new(t−p )− x(t−p )|, t− tp).
Note that e = x̂−x as well as enew := x̂new−x are solutions
of the homogenous error DAE (8), in particular
e(t−q )− enew(t−q ) = Φqp(e(t−p )− enew(t−p )) = Φqpξleft = ξ,
or, in other words,
x̂(t−q )− ξ = x̂new(t−q )
Finally, by construction ξleft ∈ N qp⊥ and therefore, by
Pythagoras’ Theorem,
|x̂(t−p )− x(t−p )|2 = | x̂new(t−p )− x(t−p )︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈N qp
+ξleft|2
= |x̂new(t−p )− x(t−p )|2 + |ξleft|2
≥ |x̂new(t−p )− x(t−p )|2.
Altogether we have:
|x̂(t−q )− ξ − x(t−q )| = |x̂new(t−q )− x(t−q )|
≤ β(|x̂new(t−p )− x(t−p )|, tq − tp)
≤ β(|x̂(t−p )− x(t−p )|, tq − tp)
which is the desired estimate.
Remark 14. The proof of Theorem 13 reveals that by
applying the correction ξleft at the beginning of the interval
the output of the system copy is then identical to the output
of the original system. However, for the observer design
it is not necessary to rerun the system copy (in particular
storing the whole input signal over the interval [tp, tq)),
because we just propagate ξleft via the homogenous error
dynamics (8) which is independent of the in- and output.
This actually allows us to calculate the error correction for
an arbitrary future; this fact can be utilized to deal with
time delays due to computation times, see the discussion
in Section 6.
5. Estimation errors and asymptotic convergence
In theory, it is possible to determine the observable part
exactly from the output, however, in practice one can only
get approximations. Nevertheless, these approximations
may be as accurate as desired (e.g. by choosing appropri-
ate gains in a Luenberger observer). Similar as in (Tan-
wani and Trenn, 2017a) we therefore make the following
assumption about the ability to approximate the observ-
able part to any given accuracy:
Assumption 2. For each mode k of the switched DAE
(2) and a given εk > 0, there exists an estimator ẑk =
Ôk(y
e
[tk,tk+1)
) such that
|ẑk − zk| ≤ εk|zk|, (17)
where zk = Ok(y
e
[tk,tk+1)
) is the ideal estimator of the ob-
servable part on [tk, tk+1) as given in Section 4.1.
Under Assumption 2, the state estimation correction in
(7) for the interval [tpi , tqi) is given by
ξi := Φ
qi
piOqi−1pi ẑqi−1pi , (18)
where ẑqi−1pi = (ẑpi/ẑpi+1/ · · · /zqi−1).
As detailed in B.1, the observable component zk of the
estimation error e = x̂ − x on the interval [tk, tk+1) is
composed of the two components zdiffk and z
imp
k , where the
former is obtained from the continuous output mismatch
ye on (tk, tk+1) and the latter is obtained from the im-
pulsive mismatch ye[tk]. The estimation of z
diff
k can be
reduced to the classical state estimation problem for non-
switched linear ODEs and there are many methods to do
that. The only non-standard aspect here is that we have to
obtain the state-estimation at the beginning of the inter-
val (tk, tk+1) and not (as usual) at the end of the interval.
This does not pose any serious problems, as we can use a
standard Luenberger observer on the interval (tk, tk+1) to
get an estimate at the end of the interval and then propa-
gate this estimate back in time. Since the (homogeneous)
ODE dynamics are known as well as the length of the in-
terval, we can ensure the desired estimation accuracy at
the beginning of the interval by increasing the accuracy of
the estimate at the end of the interval.3 Another (more so-
phisticated) way of obtaining such estimates is by the use
of “back-and-forth observer” as presented in (Shim et al.,
2012), however, this requires the storage of the output over
the whole interval (tk, tk+1).
The estimation accuracy for zimpk is actually concerned
with the measurement accuracy of the impulsive part
ye[tk], i.e. on how well Dirac impulses and their deriva-
tives can be measured in practice, see (Tanwani and Trenn,
2017a) for details.
Assumption 2, together with Assumption 1, provide all
the ingredients we need for obtaining converging state es-
timates.
Theorem 15. Consider the switched DAE (2) satisfying
the uniform local detectability Assumption 1, and the local
estimation accuracy Assumption 2. For the α given in
(6a), choose εk, k ∈ N, (depending on α) such that
ciε
max
i ≤ α̂− α (19)
3In fact, consider an observable LTI system z˙ = Az, y = Cz over
the interval [0, T ], with the estimator zˆ = (A−LC)zˆ+Ly, zˆ(0) = 0.
For every  > 0, there exists L such that |zˆ(T ) − z(T )| ≤ ε|z(0)|.
Choose zˆ∗0 = e
−AT zˆ(T ), and  ≤ δ/‖e−AT ‖ for some desired δ > 0,
then it is easily verified that |z(0)− z∗0 | ≤ δ|z(0)|.
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for some α̂ ∈ (α, 1), where
ci := ‖ΦqipiOqi−1pi ‖
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

Z>pi
Z>pi+1Φ
pi+1
pi
...
Z>qi−1Φ
qi−1
pi

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
and
εmaxi := max {εk | pi ≤ k ≤ qi − 1} .
Then the observer given by the system copies (7), with
error corrections ξi in (18) and the estimate ẑk chosen to
satisfy (17) for εk specified in (19), results in
x̂(t+)→ x(t+) as t→∞,
i.e. the observer achieves asymptotic estimation of the
state.
Proof. From Theorem 13 we know that for each de-
tectable interval [tpi , tqi) the ideal correction ξ
ideal
i =
ΦqpOq−1p zq−1p ensures
|x̂i(t−qi)− ξideali − x(t−qi)| ≤ βi(|x̂i(t−pi)− x(tpi)|, tqi − tpi)
≤ α|x̂i(t−pi)− x(tpi)|.
Hence for the actual correction term ξi = Φ
q
pOq−1p ẑq−1p , we
have
|x̂i+1(t−qi)− x(t−qi)| ≤ α|x̂i(t−pi)− x(tpi)|+ |ξideali − ξi|.
By assumption, |ẑk − zk| ≤ εk|zk| and since zk =
Z>k e(t
−
k ) = Z
>
k Φ
k
pie(t
−
pi) for any k with pi ≤ k ≤ qi−1, we
have
|ξideali − ξi| = |ΦqipiOqi−1pi (ẑqi−1pi − zqi−1pi )|
≤ ‖ΦqipiOqi−1pi ‖εmaxi
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

Z>pi
Z>pi+1Φ
pi+1
pi
...
Z>qi−1Φ
qi−1
pi

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ |e(t
−
pi)|
= ciε
max
i |x̂i(t−pi)− x(t−pi)|.
Altogether we have
|x̂i+1(t−qi)− x(t−qi)| ≤ α̂|x̂i(t−pi)− x(t−pi)|,
i.e. on each detectability interval [tpi , tqi) the estimation
error x̂−x decreases uniformly by a factor α̂ and the same
proof technique as in Proposition 8 shows asymptotic con-
vergence.
6. Observer implementation
We have implemented the observer in Matlab and show
in the next section the simulation results for the academic
Examples 1 and 2. Before presenting the simulation re-
sults, we would like to discuss some implementation issues,
in particular, which calculations can be carried out offline
Algorithm 1: Observer for detectable switched DAEs
Data: Modes (Ek, Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
switching times tk, k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., t0 := 0
update-time indicies qi, i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., q−1 := 0
access to input u and output y
Result: State-estimation x̂
Initialization (offline):
forall modes k do
Calculate Πk, A
diff
k , E
imp
k , C
diff
k as in Def. 17
Calculate eA
diffτkΠk and e
−Adiffk τk
Calculate Wk, Zk, Z
diff
k , Z
imp
k , U
obs
k as in App. B.1
Calculate Sdiffk , R
diff
k , U
imp
k as in (B.3), (B.5)
Choose Lk s. t. S
diff
k −Rdiffk Lk is “sufficiently” Hurwitz
(in view of Assumption 2)
end
Run observer on detectable intervals [pi, qi):
forall i ∈ N do
p := qi−1, q := qi
Get local estimation data (online):
forall k = p, p+ 1, . . . , q − 1 do
Run system copy (7) with input u
Run Luenburger observer with gain Lk for
(B.3) on (tk, tk+1) with output-injection y
e= ŷ−y
→ estimation of zdiffk on (tk, tk+1)
Estimate impulse differences ŷ[tk]− y[tk]
→ estimation of ηk
Calculate ẑdiffk , ẑ
imp
k according to (B.4),(B.6)
Calculate ẑk via (B.2)
end
Combine local information backwards (offline)
µ̂q−1 := ẑq−1
forall k = q − 2, q − 3, . . . , p (backwards) do
Calculate subspaces N qk recursively via (B.7)
Choose Θqk, M
q
k , U
q
k via (B.8), (B.9), (B.10)
Calculate µ̂k from ẑk, µ̂k+1 via (B.11)
end
ξleft := Mqp µ̂p
Propagate correction forward (offline)
ξi ← ξleft
forall k = p+ 1, p+ 2, . . . , q − 1 (forward) do
Calculate ξi ← eAdiffk τkΠkξi
end
Update state-estimation x̂(t−qi)← x̂(t−qi)− ξi
end
and how to treat the necessary computation times. The
overall structure of the observer is given in Algorithm 1.
In the initialization phase, certain matrices and sub-
spaces are calculated for each individual subsystem; in par-
ticular, a decomposition into unobservable and observable
states is carried out. It should be noted that, in prac-
tice and in our setup, these calculations have to be carried
out only for finitely many modes. In fact, it suffices to
carry out the calculation for all modes occurring in the
next detectability interval (and these calculations can be
done in parallel to running the system copy and collecting
the corresponding measurements). For a suitable choice
of the Luenberger gain it is necessary to know (at least
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some bounds of) the values ci in (19) and consequently
(bounds on) the necessary estimation accuracies εk as in
Assumption 2. In case of a periodic switching signal one
may adapt the Luenberger gain in each iteration until the
estimation error is sufficiently small such that convergence
of the state-estimator is guaranteed.
In the online (or synchronous) phase of the observer,
a system copy must be simulated (driven by the current
input) and its output must be compared with the actual
output of the system. Although the output of the original
system may contain Dirac impulses at arbitrary times, for
the observer only the Dirac impulses at the switching times
are compared with the predicted Dirac impulses of the sys-
tem copy at the switching times. All other Dirac impulses
are induced by discontinuities in the input (and are in-
dependent of the current state), hence (at least in theory)
they are identical for the system copy and the original sys-
tem and do not provide any additional information for the
state estimation problem. Hence the impulse measurement
needs only be active around the switching times. For es-
timating the observable part between the switching times,
one could either run a classical observer (for the system
(B.3) with the desired output ye = ŷ − y) synchronously
to the system without the need to store the measures out-
put difference ye; however, as the dimension of the output
is usually low, it may also be feasible to store the whole
trajectory ye and carry out some more sophisticated esti-
mation procedure offline.
Finally, after the local observability data is obtained, it
must be combined in a suitable way to obtain the impul-
sive update ξ for the state estimation x̂. Although all the
involved matrices can be computed offline, the actual cal-
culations can only be carried out after the last estimate
ẑqi−1 is obtained, hence some unavoidable processing time
∆ > 0 is required to compute ξ. However, the effect of the
processing time can be entirely compensated as follows:
For a generic detectability interval [tp, tq), assume that an
upper bound ∆ > 0 is known for the time required to cal-
culate ξ. Furthermore, we assume that [tp, tq −∆) is still
a detectable interval in the sense of Definition 7 (this is al-
ways the case for sufficiently small ∆). In particular, ξleft
is an arbitrarily good estimate of the projection of e(t−p )
on the unobservable space N qp . Now, we just propagate
forward ξleft with the matrix Φqp to get a good estimate
of e(t−q ), and we can update xˆ at the correct time. The
key observation is that once we have obtained ξleft, we can
freely chose the update time (i.e. how far we propagate for-
ward the error correction) without loosing any accuracy.
7. Simulations
7.1. Simulation of Example 1
Consider the switched ODE given in Example 1 with
the periodic switching signal. It was already shown in Ex-
ample 9 that, due to periodicity assumption on σ, this
system is uniformly interval-detectable. To implement the
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Figure 1: State estimation, x1 (blue) and x̂1 (red) top figure; x2
(blue) and x̂2 (red) middle figure; x3 (red) and x̂3 (red) bottom
figure.
proposed observer, we run the system copy (7) on the in-
tervals [3i, 3i+ 3), i ∈ N, and apply the correction term at
tqi = 3i+ 3. The correction terms are obtained by
ξi = e
A1τ3i+1M3i+33i µ̂3i, i ∈ N,
where τ3i+1 = 1, for each i, and µ̂3i is computed from the
estimates of the observable states of individual subsystems:
ẑ3i and ẑ3i+2. We recall that z3i+1 is an empty vector
because the output over the interval [3i+ 1, 3i+ 2) is zero
for each i and nothing can be deduced about the state.
The values of ẑ3i and ẑ3i+2 are obtained by running a
Luenberger observer (with gain L = 1) for the x1-dynamics
over the intervals [3i, 3i+1) and [3i+2, 3i+3), respectively.
We use the later to first compute
µ̂3i+1 = F3i+33i+1
(
ẑ3i+1
ẑ3i+2
)
= Θ>3i+1e
−A3i+1τ3i+1Z3i+2ẑ3i+2
where Θ>3i+1 =
(−1/√2,−1/√2, 0), and Z2 = (1/0/0).
This leads to
µ̂3i = F3i+33i
(
ẑ3i
µ̂3i+1
)
=
(
ẑ3i
Θ>3iM3i+1µ̂3i+1
)
where Θ>3i+1 = (1, 1, 0) and M
3i+3>
3i+1 = [
1 0 0
0 1 0 ].
The results of the simulation are reported in Figure 1.
It is observed that whenever a correction is applied at
tqi = 3i + 3, the estimation error decreases and the con-
vergence to zero is achieved asymptotically.
7.2. Simulation of Example 2
We now implement our observer on the system given
in Example 2 where one of the subsystem is a DAE. As
already discussed above the presence and evaluation of the
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Figure 2: State estimation, x1 (blue) and x̂1 (red) in top figure; x2
(blue) and x̂2 (red) with Dirac impulses (shown as arrows) in second
figure from top (the Dirac impulses are also visible in the output); x3
(blue) and x̂3 (red) in third figure; x4 (blue) and x̂4 (red) in bottom
figure.
occurring Dirac impulses in the output are crucial for the
state estimation.
The system is detectable on the intervals [2i, 2i+ 2), for
i ∈ N and so we run the system copy (7) on the intervals
[2i, 2i+ 2), and apply the correction term at tqi = 2i+ 2.
The correction term, for each i ∈ N, is obtained by
ξi = e
Adiff2i+1τ2i+1Π2i+1e
Adiff2i τ2iΠ2iM
2i+2
2i µ̂2i,
where τ2i = τ2i+1 = 1 and
Adiff2i = A2i =
[
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1
]
, Adiff2i+1 =
[
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1
]
,
Π2i = I4×4, Π2i+1 =
[
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
]
.
The term µ̂2i ∈ R is computed from the estimates of
the observable states of individual subsystems: ẑ2i and
ẑ2i+1. Because y = 0 on [2i, 2i+1), and the corresponding
subsystem is an ODE, we set ẑ2i to be the empty vector
(nothing can be concluded from the output). Also, due
to the structure of the second subsystem, the only observ-
able information is due to impulses in the output, so that
ẑ2i+1 = ẑ
imp
2i+1 ∈ R because
Odiff2i+1 = 04×4, O
imp
2i+1 =
[
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
]
.
To compute µ̂2i, we have µ̂2i+1 = ẑ2i+1, and
µ̂2i = F2i+22i µ̂2i+1 = Θ>2ie−A
diff
2i τ2iZ2i+1ẑ2i+1
where Θ>2i =
(
−1√
2
, 0, −1√
2
, 0
)
, and Z>2i+1 = (1, 0, 0, 0). Fi-
nally, we compute M2i+2
>
2i = [
1√
2
,0, 1√
2
,0 ] and use it along
with µ̂2i to compute the correction terms ξ2i+2.
Since in the simulation both the system and the system
copy are simulated, we would be able to obtain ẑimp2i+1 with-
out estimation error (i.e. ε2i+1 = 0 in Assumption 2) and
then already after one correction we would have a perfect
state-estimation. Therefore, we introduced some artificial
random noise when “measuring” y[t2i+1], so that (17) is
only satisfied with ε2i+1 = 0.1.
The results of the simulation are reported in Figure 2
where we see that the estimation error converges to zero in
each of the state components. In particular, we see correc-
tions in the magnitude of the impulses in state component
x2.
8. Conclusion
We have studied the notion of detectability for switched
DAEs which allows us to consider the problem of observer
design under relaxed assumptions on system dynamics
compared to the existing works. A novel estimation al-
gorithm is proposed which relies on propagating backward
and forward the correction terms obtained by processing
the measured outputs and inputs. Rigorous convergence
analysis of estimation error for the proposed algorithm is
carried out and the results are illustrated by studying two
academic examples with simulations.
Appendix
A. Properties of a matrix pair (E,A)
A very useful characterization of regularity is the follow-
ing well-known result.
Proposition 16 (Regularity and quasi-Weierstraß form).
A matrix pair (E,A) ∈ Rn×n × Rn×n is regular if, and
only if, there exist invertible matrices S, T ∈ Rn×n such
that
(SET, SAT ) =
([
I 0
0 N
]
,
[
J 0
0 I
])
, (A.1)
where J ∈ Rn1×n1 , 0 ≤ n1 ≤ n, is some matrix and N ∈
Rn2×n2 , n2 := n− n1, is a nilpotent matrix.
We call (A.1) a quasi-Weierstrass form of (E,A) follow-
ing Berger et al. (2012); therein it also shown how to easily
obtain (A.1) via the Wong-sequences (Wong, 1974).
Definition 17. Consider the regular matrix pair (E,A)
with corresponding quasi-Weierstraß form (A.1). The
consistency projector of (E,A) is given by
Π = T
[
I 0
0 0
]
T−1.
Furthermore, let
Adiff := T
[
J 0
0 0
]
T−1,
Eimp := T
[
0 0
0 N
]
T−1.
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Finally, if also an output matrix C is considered let
Cdiff := CΠ(E,A).
To see the utility of the matrices introduced in Defi-
nition 17, consider the problem of finding a trajectory x
which solves the initial-trajectory problem (ITP)
x(−∞,0) = x0(−∞,0) (A.2a)
(Ex˙)[0,∞) = (Ax)[0,∞), (A.2b)
in some appropriate sense.
Lemma 18 (Role of consistency projector, (Trenn, 2009,
Thm. 4.2.8)). Consider the ITP (A.2) with regular ma-
trix pair (E,A) and with arbitrary initial trajectory x0 ∈
(DpwC∞)n. There exists a unique solution x ∈ (DpwC∞)n
and
x(0+) = Π(E,A)x(0
−).
Lemma 19 ((Tanwani and Trenn, 2010, Cor. 5)). Con-
sider the ITP (A.2) with regular matrix pair (E,A) and
the corresponding Eimp matrix. For the unique solution
x ∈ (DpwC∞)n, it holds that
x[0] = −
n−2∑
j=0
(Eimp)j+1x(0−)δ(j)0 , (A.3)
where δ
(j)
0 denotes the j-th (distributional) derivative of
the Dirac-impulse δ0 at t = 0.
Lemma 20. For any regular matrix pair (E,A) and out-
put matrix C, the following implication holds for all con-
tinuously differentiable (x, y):
Ex˙ = Ax,
y = Cx
}
⇒
{
x˙ = Adiffx,
y = Cdiffx
In particular, any classical solution x of Ex˙ = Ax satisfies
x(t) = eA
difftx(0), t ∈ R.
B. Output-to-State Mappings
B.1. Observable component of a subsystem
The local unobservable space (9) is given by
Wk = Π−1k kerOdiffk ∩ kerOimpk ,
where
Odiffk := [C
diff
k /C
diff
k A
diff
k / · · · /Cdiffk (Adiffk )n−1],
Oimpk := [CkE
imp
k /Ck(E
imp
k )
2/ · · · /Ck(Eimpk )n−1].
(B.1)
In other words, kerOdiffk denotes the unobservable space of
the ODE e˙ = Adiffk e, y
e = Cdiffk e, and kerO
imp
k denotes the
impulse unobservable space in the sense that ye[tk] = 0
implies e(t−k ) ∈ kerOimpk .
We may now write
e(t−k ) = Wkwk + Zkzk,
where imWk = Wk and imZk = W⊥k and Wk, Zk are
orthonormal matrices. Here zk determines the projection
of e(t−k ) onto the subspace W⊥k . The latter can further be
decomposed as
W⊥k = im(Odiffk Πk)> + imOimpk
>
Let Zdiffk , and Z
imp
k be the orthonormal matrices such that
imZdiffk = im
(
Odiffk
>)
, zdiffk := Z
diff
k
>
Πke(t
−
k )
= Zdiffk
>
e(t+k ),
imZ impk = im
(
Oimpk
>)
, zimpk := Z
imp
k
>
e(t−k ).
The motivation for introducing the components zdiffk and
zimpk is that they can be estimated using the output mea-
surements on the interval [tk, tk+1). To express the vector
zk in terms of these components, we introduce the matrix
Uobsk such that
Zk =
[
Π>k Z
diff
k Z
imp
k
]
Uobsk .
Such a matrix Uobsk always exists because
imZk =W⊥k = (Π−1k (kerOdiffk ))⊥ + (kerOimpk )⊥
= Π>k imZ
diff
k + imZ
imp
k
= im
[
Π>k Z
diff
k Z
imp
k
]
.
It then follows that
zk = Z
>
k e(t
−
k ) = U
obs
k
>
[
Zdiff
>
k Πk
Z imp
>
k
]
e(t−k )
= Uobsk
>
[
Zdiff
>
k e(t
+
k )
Z imp
>
k e(t
−
k )
]
= Uobsk
>
[
zdiffk
zimpk
]
.
If only estimates ẑdiffk and ẑ
imp
k of z
diff
k and z
imp
k are avail-
able, we therefore obtain an estimate of zk as follows:
ẑk = U
obs
k
>
[
ẑdiffk
ẑimpk
]
. (B.2)
Next, we specify how to write zdiffk and z
imp
k in terms of
the output measured over the interval [tk, tk+1).
Mapping for the differentiable part zdiffk : In order to
define zdiffk ∈ Rrk , where rk = rankOdiffk , we first intro-
duce the function zdiffk : (tk, tk+1) → Rrk , t 7→ Zdiffk
>
e(t),
which represents the observable component of the subsys-
tem (Ek, Ak, Ck) that can be recovered from the smooth
output measurements ye over the interval (tk, tk+1). It fol-
lows (cf. (Tanwani and Trenn, 2017a, Lem. 17)) that the
evolution of zdiffk is governed by an observable ODE
z˙diffk = S
diff
k z
diff
k ,
ye = Rdiffk z
diff
k ,
(B.3)
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where Sdiffk := Z
diff
k
>
Adiffk Z
diff
k and R
diff
k := C
diff
k Z
diff
k . Be-
cause of the observability of the pair (Sdiffk , R
diff
k ) in (B.3),
there exists a (linear) operator Odiff(tk,tk+1) such that
zdiffk = O
diff
(tk,tk+1)
(ye(tk,tk+1))
and we set
zdiffk = z
diff
k (t
+
k ).
Note that for an estimation ẑdiffk of z
diff
k obtained by a
standard observer (e.g. the Luenberger observer) the eval-
uation at the beginning of the observation interval is not
meaningful (because this value is not affected by the out-
put injection). However, a good estimate can easily be
obtained by propagating back the final estimate with the
known homogeneous system dynamics; i.e.
ẑdiffk = e
−Sdiffk τk ẑdiffk (t
−
k+1). (B.4)
Mapping for the impulsive part zimpk : The impulsive part
of the output at switching time tk can be represented as
ye[tk] =
n−2∑
j=0
ηjkδ
(j)
tk
,
where due to Lemma 19 the coefficients ηjk satisfy the re-
lation ηk = −Oimpk e(t−k ), with ηk := (η0k/ · · · /ηn−2k ) ∈
R(n−1)y. We chose a matrix U impk such that
−Oimpk
>
U impk = Z
imp
k , (B.5)
then
zimpk =Z
imp
k
>
e(t−k )=−U impk
>
Oimpk e(t
−
k )=U
imp
k
>
ηk. (B.6)
B.2. Observable component over an interval
For q − 1 ≥ k ≥ p, the [tk, tq)-unobservable subspace
(11) can be computed recursively as follows
N qq−1 =Wq−1 (B.7a)
N qk =Wk ∩Π−1k e−A
diff
k τkN qk+1, k ≤ q − 2. (B.7b)
The objective is to compute the observable part µk =
Mqk
>
e(t−k ) in (12) recursively for k = q − 1, q − 2, . . . , p.
We choose µq−1 = zk−1. By construction, we know that
imMqk =Mqk = (N qk )⊥ =
(
Wk ∩Π−1k (e−A
diff
k τkN qk+1)
)⊥
=W⊥k + Π>k (e−A
diff
k τkN qk+1)⊥, k ≤ q − 2.
Recalling that imZk = (Wk)⊥, and introducing the matrix
Θqk, for k = p, p+ 1, . . . , q − 2, such that
im Θqk = (e
−Adiffk τkN qk+1)⊥ (B.8)
we obtain
imMqk = im
[
Zk, Π
>
k Θ
q
k
]
. (B.9)
Hence there exists a matrix Uqk such that
Mqk =
[
Zk, Π
>
k Θ
q
k
]
Uqk . (B.10)
Noting that
Πke(t
−
k ) = e(t
+
k ) = e
−Adiffk τke(t−k+1)
= e−A
diff
k τk
(
Mqk+1µk+1 +N
q
k+1νk+1
)
and multiplication on both sides from left by Θqk
>
gives
Θqk
>
Πke(t
−
k ) = Θ
q
k
>
e−A
diff
k τkMqk+1µk+1
+ Θqk
>
e−A
diff
k τkNqk+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
νk+1.
This allows us to compute µk, k = q − 2, q − 3, . . . , p, as
follows:
µk = M
q
k
>
e(t−k ) = U
q
k
>
[
Z>k
Θqk
>
Πk
]
e(t−k )
= Uqk
>
(
zk
Θqk
>
e−A
diff
k τkMqk+1µk+1
)
=: Fqk
(
zk
µk+1
)
. (B.11)
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